ABSTRACT: We present two-fluid simulations of forced magnetic reconnection in a collisionless two-dimensional slab geometry. In the absence of forcing, our system has ∆'=0 and as expected exhibits no reconnection. Therefore, reconnection in this study is driven by a spatially localized forcing function. This function represents a generic external forcing agent such as the solar wind. We investigate the behavior of the resulting reconnection as a function of various free parameters in the system. Consistent with previous scaling studies done on systems with relatively large ∆' we find that for sufficiently strong forcing the reconnection process becomes Alfvénic.
Introduction
The so-called GEM challenge studies featured a current sheet with an initial half-width of one proton inertial length without considering how this configuration had been achieved. In contrast, this study features a very wide initial current sheet. To drive reconnection, this stable system is then subjected to a spatially localized forcing function, representing a generic externally imposed forcing function, such as the solar wind. 
Dissipation Region

Initial Equillibrium
Fig 1: a schematic diagram of the initial equilibrium: a system size double periodic current sheet. We seed both current sheets with x-points as shown above to create the double tearing mode. Boundary conditions are periodic in x and y. This system is stable to all linear modes (∆'=0.) Fig 3: Time dependence of the forcing function. In each simulation the forcing is ramped up at the same rate, then held fixed at a different level. In one simulation the forcing is continuously ramped for the duration of the run. 
